Abstract—Transport protocol (TP) routing is a routing functionality of a vehicle gateway system enabling TP data to be transferred to different types of connected networks. This routing functionality is required for intra- as well as inter-vehicular communications such as flashing new software onto Electric Control Units (ECUs) and collecting status information (large data packets) and routing them for diagnostic purposes. Transport protocol’s parallel routing is the scenario of establishing multiple TP routing instances in parallel in order to save time and resources. This article addresses the issue of verifying parallel routing of TP for a gateway system. To achieve this goal, a new recursive test case selection and generation strategy along with a suitable input parameter model is introduced. The new strategy is a combination test strategy guided by the category partition method to overcome the combinatorial explosion problem raised by testing of TP parallel routing functionality. Additionally, the new strategy enables user to analyze the performance of the gateway related to TP parallel routing. This is achieved by providing statistical information in diverse scenarios and determining the maximum number of guaranteed TP parallel routing instances. The statistical information can help in optimizing the configuration or the implementation of the transport protocol by providing hints about error causes.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

Today’s vehicles Electric/Electronic (E/E) system is designed as a distributed system in order to overcome the increasing complexity and meet the diversity of requirements such as performance, comfort, safety and costs. In a vehicle distributed system, gateways are indispensable. They enable Electric Control Units (ECUs) within connected networks to interchange information necessary for accomplishing specified functionalities. A modern E/E system has multiple gateways, e.g., central gateway, telematic gateway, etc. During information interchange, the gateway routes data between its connected networks although they work on different communication protocols.

Mainly, two types of data routing can be established over the gateway. The first type is frame routing and concerns with routing of data that fit into one frame. This kind of routing is simple and out the focus of the article. The second type is TP routing and concerns with routing of data packets which do not fit into one frame. This routing functionality is required for intra-vehicular communications such as flashing new software onto Electric Control Units (ECUs), variant coding, and software update or even reading vehicle status. For such use cases, an external device “Tester” is connected via an external interface “OBD-connector” to the central gateway in order to access and communicate with the ECUs in the network. In inter-vehicular communication, TP routing is also required when large data packets need to be exchanged between the ECUs. For this type of routing, the gateway utilizes transport protocols, such as CAN transport protocol [1] and FlexRay transport protocol [2], which provide features for segmentation, reassembling, flow control and error detection. TP parallel routing is the scenario of routing TP data between multiple communicating ECUs located on different networks in parallel in order to save time and resources, as for example the case of flashing multiple ECUs in parallel.

Verifying TP parallel routing of a gateway system is not a trivial problem, since a huge number of possible combinations of communicating ECUs can be built when test cases have to be selected, especially if the combination of communicating ECUs demands transport protocol change, i.e., converting one transport protocol to another, when different types of protocols are involved during the routing process.

This article presents a new recursive test case selection and generation strategy along with a suitable input parameter model (IPM) to overcome the combinatorial explosion problem raised by testing TP parallel routing on a vehicle gateway system while still having a very good thoroughness of the test.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes the combinatorial explosion problem of TP parallel routing test, its differentiation from described problem in literature and techniques existed to fight it. The proposed approach is presented in details in Section III. Section IV discusses the approach and Section V concludes the article.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. The Combinatorial Explosion Problem of TP Parallel Routing Test

The gateway is part of a distributed network system. It communicates with its environment over communication channels via buses. Communication channels of a gateway system, e.g., CAN or FlexRay, are mostly heterogeneous, i.e., each has its own characteristics and behavior. A group of up to \( c \) channels shall be defined as the Communication Channels of a gateway system (1).

\[ \text{Communication Channels} \equiv \{C_{1}, C_{2}, ..., C_{c}\} \quad (1) \]

The environment consists of multiple ECUs, e.g., engine Control Module, interacting with the gateway and among each other. Each ECU is located on a specific channel and utilizes it to establish the required communication. If an ECU connected on a channel of the gateway needs to communicate with another ECU located on another channel, then the gateway establishes a routing process between the two ECUs. It receives the data from sending ECU on the source channel and routes it to receiving ECU on the destination channel. The environment of the gateway shall be described as a group of \( e \) ECUs connected to Communication Channels (2).

\[ \text{Environment} \equiv \{\text{ECU}_{1}, \text{ECU}_{2}, ..., \text{ECU}_{e}\} \quad (2) \]

\[ e > c \quad (3) \]

Generally, ECUs in the environment exchange data over the gateway in predefined Fashions. Each Fashion is characterized through a set of configuration parameters which are required to establish TP routing relationships between communicating ECUs. A Fashion \( F \) shall be described as a set of configuration parameters \( P \) (4). (see [1] for configuration parameter of CAN TP).

\[ \text{Fashion}_{F} = \{P_{F_{1}}, P_{F_{2}}, ..., P_{F_{p}}\} \quad (4) \]

As described before, ECUs in the environment communicate over the gateway in diverse Fashions. Fashions are a superset of Scenarios, where one Scenario is constructed with a set of parameters for a Fashion. Scenarios are related to ECUs, i.e., some ECUs could communicate only in some Scenarios. All possible Scenarios shall be described as a group of \( s \) Scenarios (5).

\[ \text{Scenario} = \{\text{Scenario}_{1}, \text{Scenario}_{2}, ..., \text{Scenario}_{s}\} \quad (5) \]

A Connection Channel is an instance of a Fashion and it has the same set of parameters defined for that Fashion. A Connection Channel in the Fashion \( F \) shall be described (6).

\[ \text{Connection\_Channel}_{F} = \{P_{F_{1}}, P_{F_{2}}, ..., P_{F_{p}}\} \quad (6) \]

A Routing Instance is a relationship between a specific Connection Channel and a possible Scenario and shall be described (7).

\[ \text{Routing\_Instance}_{s} = \{P_{F_{1}}, P_{F_{2}}, ..., P_{F_{p}}, \text{Scenario}_{s}\} \quad (7) \]

The gateway can be configured to serve \( y \) Routing Instances in parallel. The number \( y \) of parallel Routing Instances is a configuration parameter which needs to be verified. In the case of errors, the next verified \( y \) should be determined. To verify parallel routing of \( y \) instances, the combinatorial explosion problem arise. By considering all variables described before and assuming that all ECUs communicate with the same number of Scenarios; the theoretical number of combinations for routing instances can be calculated (8).

\[ X = (\frac{e!}{y!(e-y)!}) + (\frac{e!}{(y-1)!(e-(y-1))!}) + \cdots + (\frac{e!}{(e-1)!}) \quad (8) \]

Let us take a simple example and assume that the E/E system has 50 ECUs, the gateway is configured to support only 3 Routing Instances in parallel and each Connection Channel can be mapped to only 3 Scenarios. The number of theoretical combinations in this example is 5390050. Assume that to test each possible combination 10 seconds are needed, testing the theoretical number of combinations will require 62.39 days. This duration is not acceptable.

B. Combination Testing Strategies

To overcome the combinatorial explosion problem of testing distributed systems that consist of a number of interacting elements, combination testing strategies have been devised in literature [3]-[11]. A chronological overview with a comparison of diverse strategies can be found in [12]. Combination testing strategies are category partition [13] based methods that supports the finding of a trade off between test coverage and available resources by providing techniques for selecting combinations of parameter.

The combinatorial explosion problem mentioned in literature shall be explained as in the following example:

Assume a distributed system consisting of a central unit interacting over communication channels with \( n \) units of the environment \( u_{1}, u_{2}, ..., u_{n} \). Each unit \( u_{i} \) in the environment uses a defined parameter \( p_{i} \) for communication. The parameter \( p_{i} \) shall have \( v_{i} \) possible configuration values. By assuming that configuration values of parameters are independent from each other, the number of configuration possibilities of the system would be \( v_{1} \times v_{2} \times \cdots \times v_{n} \). If each possible configuration requires \( c \) test cases to verify it, the number of test cases for exhaustive test would be \( c \times v_{1} \times v_{2} \times \cdots \times v_{n} \). In a nontrivial software system, the values...
of \( n \) and \( v \), are large which leads to a huge number of possible combinations of parameter values.

In order to find a trade off between test thoroughness and test resources, combination test strategies define coverage criteria needed to be satisfied. Coverage criteria can be varied between 1-wise to N-wise.

1-wise coverage criteria requires that, each interesting value of each parameter must be included at least in a test case to reach 100\% coverage. Whereas, N-wise coverage or exhaustive test requires that all possible combinations of interesting values must be included in generated test cases. Decision on which coverage criterion to be used depends on several factors, such as the effort required to construct each test case, time, resources and budget. Studies on reported bugs and failures [14][15] have shown that 2-wise or pair-wise combinations are very effective in finding failures of parameter interaction. However, as shown in [16], the quality of 2-wise combination testing is affected strongly by diverse factors which can be only partially influenced by the technique.

Related to testing TP parallel routing, the goal of test is to measure the performance of the gateway to handle multiple parallel Routing Instances. The problem is more complex because:

- \( n \) is not a constant. It is a configuration parameter which can be different for every new release of the system.
- Each unit of the environment can have multiple sets of configuration parameters that can be used in defined scenarios to establish a communication.
- Sets of configuration parameters also include timing parameters and the interactions between different values of timing parameters are difficult to resolve.
- The number of parallel instances, which is also a configuration parameter, can be any subset of \( n \). In case of errors, one of the test goals is to find the next verified \( v \).
- In TP parallel routing, each additional instance will consume resources of the system and may lead to errors. Hence, it is not only a specific combination of input parameter values which can affect the behavior and may reveal errors, but also the number of included input parameter sets and their values.

Based on these factors and other uncontrolled factors mentioned in [16], the proposed combination testing strategies revealed in literature are not suitable for fighting the combinatorial explosion problem in our case.

C. Related Work

During the literature research, no combination testing technique was found that is designed to support testing parallelism of applications. Only systems accepting a fixed number of input parameters and techniques to solve the problem of handling combinations of interesting values for those parameters have been discussed in literature.

To solve the combinatorial explosion problem raised by testing TP parallel routing, a new recursive test case selection and generation approach is proposed. The approach is based on the category partition method and utilizes N-wise coverage criterion. A suitable IPM [17]-[20] is also defined and serves as an input for the test case generation strategy.

Recursively generation and running of combinatorial test cases gives the ability to analyze the results from executed test cases and collect symptoms. Information gained can help deciding the next parameter sets to combine.

Although the proposed approach is guided by the category partition method, it differs from it in diverse aspects. One aspect is that the proposed approach deals with testing of parallelism, which is described through combinations of instances. Another aspect is the definition of interesting parameter values in category partition, which is different in the proposed approach.

An important difference to existing combination test strategies is the usage of semantic information in a recursive approach. Semantic information is not part of existing combination test strategies in their basic form. It is utilized here to build an IPM and to guide the selection of combinations which can reduce the test suite size.

III. PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR TEST CASE SELECTION AND GENERATION

In this section, steps for the test case selection and generation methodology are discussed. The methodology shall select and generate test cases to test the gateway system for its user test requirements confined to TP parallel routing with an efficient number of test cases. The methodology is categorized in 5 steps as depicted in Fig. 1.

1. Determining existing scenarios and defining constraints.

\[ \text{Scenario}_{1} \quad \text{Scenario}_{2} \quad \ldots \quad \text{Scenario}_{n} \]

\[ \text{Constraint}_{1} \quad \text{Constraint}_{2} \quad \ldots \quad \text{Constraint}_{m} \]

\[ \text{Parameter Set}_{1} \quad \text{Parameter Set}_{2} \quad \ldots \quad \text{Parameter Set}_{k} \]

\[ \text{Fashion A} \quad \text{Fashion B} \quad \text{Fashion C} \]

\[ \text{Routing Instance}_{1} \quad \text{Routing Instance}_{2} \quad \ldots \quad \text{Routing Instance}_{z} \]

\[ \text{Collection for Network Relationship}_{1} \quad \text{Collection for Network Relationship}_{2} \quad \ldots \quad \text{Collection for Network Relationship}_{n} \]

\[ \text{Power Set}_{(Single Network Relationship)} \quad \text{Power Set}_{(Mixed Network Relationships)} \]

\[ \text{Result} \]

\[ \text{Result} \]

Figure 1. Test Case Selection and Generation Steps.
2. Mapping TP Scenarios onto Connection Channels in order to construct Routing Instances.
3. Collection and completion based on similarity criteria.
5. Testing TP parallel routing for Mixed Network Relationships (MNRs).

The first 3 steps are concerned with constructing an IPM and the following steps with the new combination testing strategy.

A SNR mentioned in step 3 is an abstract term, which describes all Routing Instances between two specific networks of the gateway.

A MNR in step 5 comprises Routing Instances from different SNRs.

A. Determining Existing Scenarios and Defining Constraints

In this step, TP routing scenarios are discussed and analyzed with persons practicing TP functionalities. At the end of this step, real use case scenarios are defined and described in a selectable format. Several advantages are gained from this step:

- Real use case scenarios are mostly not described and can not be recognized or built automatically from gateway description file.
- Analyzing can help in avoiding scenarios which are not practiced but theoretically conceivable.
- Future extensions for scenarios can be discussed and defined.

Along with determining existing scenarios, constraints can also be defined.

- Constraints for combinable or non-combinable Scenarios.
- Constraints for combinable or non-combinable Connection Channels.
- Configuration Constraints, e.g., maximum configured parallel routing instances.

The user has the ability to construct preventing or allowing Constraints. Preventing Constraints are responsible for preventing specific combinations to be constructed and included in a test case. Whereas, allowing constraints define conditions used to build certain combinations.

The decision on using preventing or allowing constraints depends on the case study. If the number of allowing constraints is bigger than the number of preventing constraints, then it is better to use preventing constraints for selection in order to reduce manual effort. Constraints are crucial for combination selection. They can reduce the number of combinations to a large extend. Defined constraints shall be described in a suitable format.

Examples for preventing constraints between scenarios:

\[ \text{Scenario}_2 + \text{Scenario}_3 = \text{NC} \quad (9) \]
\[ \text{Scenario}_3 + \text{Scenario}_5 = \text{NC} \quad (10) \]

NC: Not Combinable.

Examples for preventing constraints between Connection Channels:

\[ \text{Connection}_\text{Channel}_x + \text{Connection}_\text{Channel}_y = \text{NC} \quad (11) \]

Example for configuration constraints:

\[ \text{Maximum}_\text{Parallel}_\text{Instances}_\text{CAN}_\text{TP} = y \quad (12) \]

B. Mapping TP Scenarios onto Connection Channels in Order to Construct Routing Instances

The gateway is described on a certain abstraction level by means of a description file. ECUs communicating with the gateway have parameters defined in the description file. These parameters define the behavior of ECUs from the gateway point of view. If an ECU communicates using the transport protocols in a specific scenario, a related set of configuration parameters called Connection_Channel are utilized.

Mapping TP Scenarios onto Connection Channels is a step in which TP parameters of defined Connection Channels are extracted and then mapped to TP Scenarios. As a result of this step, each Connection Channel included in the gateway description file must be related to minimum one specific TP Scenario. Resulted relationships are called Routing Instances. Examples of mapping can be formulated as in the following (13) (14).

\[ \text{Routing}_\text{Instance}_A = (P_{F_1}, P_{F_{21}} \ldots P_{F_{p_1}}, \text{Scenario}_1) \quad (13) \]
\[ \text{Routing}_\text{Instance}_B = (P_{F_{12}}, P_{F_{22}} \ldots P_{F_{p_2}}, \text{Scenario}_2) \quad (14) \]

C. Collection and Completion Based on Similarity Criteria

The goal of collection is to cluster similar Routing Instances which stimulate the same or similar behavior in the gateway when TP routing is established. In the proposed approach, collection is performed in two steps as depicted in Fig. 2.

- Creating groups out of Routing Instances. Routing Instances of each created group must have the same values for all related parameters such as routing parameters, network relationships and mapped scenarios.
- Creating SNR collections out of constructed groups. Groups of a SNR collection must have the same network relationships, i.e., the same source and destination networks for all of their Routing Instances. SNR collections are the base for TP parallel routing test of single network relationships.

Collection process is part of designing the IPM and helps in reducing the number of combinations required for test.
Similarity Numbers and Stress Factors are required for the combination selection during TP parallel routing test for MNRs.

The number of formed groups in step 1 of collection depends on the complexity of the gateway under test with respect to connected networks, their heterogeneous level, the number of configured Connection Channels and the heterogeneous level of their parameters.

Grouping process has several benefits in addition to reducing the number of combinations required for testing:

- It assists in analyzing the parallel routing behavior of the gateway under diverse combinations of configuration parameters or combinations of network relationships.
- It can facilitate the search for error causes by enabling the user to compare routing results under particular scenarios, and gain information about the relationship between specific attributes of the included Routing Instances and raised errors.

### D. Testing TP Parallel Routing for Single Network Relationships (SNRs)

The proposed test case selection and generation approach is a recursive technique consisting of two main test phases. The first phase deals with TP parallel routing test for SNRs by means of constructed SNR Collections. The second phase deals with TP parallel routing test for MNRs based on Similarity Numbers and Stress Factors. This separation is very practical for analyzing the behavior of the gateway and can provide information about possible reasons for errors if they can be revealed.

In the first phase, formed SNR Collections are picked up successively. For each SNR Collection, a power set of its groups shall be constructed. Power set is the set of all subsets of input elements without the empty set, and serves as a medium to check if the coverage criteria can be completely achieved. Subsets are then categorized into levels, where each level consists of all subsets with the same number of elements (see Fig. 4 as an example of a SNR Collection with 3 groups). Subsets on a specific level substitute implicitly all subsets on the successive levels. This feature shall be used to
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**Figure 2. Steps of Collection**

The following example explains reduction achieved when groups are constructed:

Assume that 4 Routing Instances A, B, C and D are constructed and the gateway is configured to support 2 Routing Instances in parallel. The number of possible combinations of 2 Routing Instances out of 4 would be 6 (the order has no effect). Groups can be constructed based on similarity criteria such that Group₁ consists of instance A and instance B. Group₂ consists of instances C and D. After grouping, the number of combinations could be rather reduced to 3, because all other possible combinations would resemble the same effects on the gateway, i.e., combinations of instances (A, C), (A, D), (B, C) and (B, D) are all similar and can be replaced by only one representative as in example (A, C). (see Fig. 3).

In completion, Similarity Numbers and Stress Factors are assigned to constructed groups. The same Similarity Number will be assigned to groups if their Routing Instances have the same routing parameters, the same scenarios and the same characteristics for network relationships. Concerned characteristics are the protocol type and channel bandwidth.

The Stress Factor is calculated initially based on aspects such as the expected processing time, memory usage, network bandwidth and other network specific aspects. Stress Factor shall be also adjusted during the test run based on variance. Table 1 represents an output example of the grouping and completion process.

**Figure 3. Advantages of Building Groups**
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### Checking the Combination Coverage with the Help of Power Set

---

**Figure 4. Checking the Combination Coverage with the Help of Power Set**
reduce the combinations in the successive levels when test cases for all combinations on a specific level can be built.

Levels shall be handled using a top to bottom processing strategy. Since combinations on one level comprise implicitly all combinations on successive levels, the capability of generating test cases for combinations on a specific level would be sufficient to finish the parallel routing test for the related SNR. Considering the example in Fig. 4, if the combination (G1, G2, G3) on level 1 can be built in a test case, the processed SNR test can be completed because all other combinations on levels 2 and 3 are included implicitly in the combination on level 1.

Generally, when test cases are generated, two possibilities can be distinguished for each combination of groups on a processed level. Either a test case can be generated for that combination completely or partially.

A completely generated test case describes the situation when all Routing Instances of all groups for a selected combination is included in one test case (constraints and gained information are criterion for the construction of test cases). A partially generated test case describes the situation when Routing Instances of groups for a selected combination can only be partially included. For such situations, the algorithm shall proceed to the next lower level to cover missing combinations.

Reasons for utilizing power set are:

1. In the formulation of subsets, the order of elements has no effect.
2. The count of elements in subsets varies between one to a maximum number.

These two features are correlated to parallel routing, because the order of Routing Instances in a test case has no effect on the test and the count of Routing Instances can be varied from one to a maximum configured number.

Introducing a recursive testing technique for parallel routing can help in analyzing the results from executed test cases. By analyzing the results, Stress Factors shall be corrected if a variance is observed. Additionally, groups that stress the gateway more than others shall be isolated for correcting if a variance is observed. Additionally, groups that can only be partially included. For such situations, the algorithm shall proceed to the next lower level to cover missing combinations.

Reasons for utilizing power set are:

1. In the formulation of subsets, the order of elements has no effect.
2. The count of elements in subsets varies between one to a maximum number.

These two features are correlated to parallel routing, because the order of Routing Instances in a test case has no effect on the test and the count of Routing Instances can be varied from one to a maximum configured number.

Introducing a recursive testing technique for parallel routing can help in analyzing the results from executed test cases. By analyzing the results, Stress Factors shall be corrected if a variance is observed. Additionally, groups that stress the gateway more than others shall be isolated for correcting if a variance is observed. Additionally, groups that can only be partially included. For such situations, the algorithm shall proceed to the next lower level to cover missing combinations.

E. Testing TP Parallel Routing for Mixed Network Relationships (MNRs)

Parallel routing test for SNRs helps in correcting group’s Stress Factors. From groups of each SNR Collection, a representative with the best Stress Factor shall be marked when combinations have to be selected for testing TP parallel routing for MNRs. Since networks can also have similarities among each other, the number of combinations can be further reduced by omitting similar combinations for MNRs. This can be achieved based on the Similarity Number of SNR collection’s groups. In the selection of combinations for MNRs, the power set of available networks shall be constructed and similar subsets shall be deleted. Resulted combinations for MNRs shall be the base to check if the coverage criteria can be completely achieved.

The described concept for testing TP parallel routing for MNRs shall be explained in the example in Fig. 5:

Network 1 (N1) consists of formulated groups G1, G2 and G3 along with their respective Similarity Numbers (Si. N.) and Stress Factors (S.F.). Network 2 (N2) and Network 3 (N3) also contains similar information. Representative groups shall be selected based on the groups having best Stress Factors from N1, N2 and N3. Thereby, N1 (G1), N2 (G1) and N3 (G2) can be selected for optimizing the number of combinations. Other groups shall be omitted because of following reasons:

- Groups excluding representatives have higher Stress Factor and shall affect the behavior of gateway and hence they should be used for defining worst case scenarios.
- Representative groups implicitly resemble the excluded groups from each of the networks and hence can reduce the duplication of the process.

Power set shall be formulated from the representatives. Based on the Similarity Numbers, subsets from the power set shall be omitted, thereby resulting into an optimized formulated power set. This optimized power set shall be further used for categorizing into levels as explained in the previous section.

Testing TP parallel routing for MNRs then follows the same concept as of testing TP parallel routing for SNRs.
Finally, the number of combinations required to test TP parallel routing for a given system shall be calculated from the number of combinations for testing SNRs along with the number of combinations for testing MNRs.

IV. DISCUSSION

Depending on the grade of diversity in parameters for Connection Channels and for the gateway connected networks, the number of resulted groups can increase. The idea is to use combinations of groups instead of combining Routing Instances to reduce the number of generated combinations. If the number of groups still higher, then Stress Factors shall be required within groups for testing SNRs. Another drawback of this approach is the need of system functionality expertise to define similarity criterion and calculate the Stress Factors of the groups. However, this needs to be performed only once. Later on, combinations to be tested and test cases can be generated automatically for each new release of the system.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a recursive test case selection and generation methodology has been proposed to overcome the combinatorial explosion problem in testing TP parallel routing on a gateway. Based on similarities between parameter values of Connection Channels, the methodology collects Connection Channels into groups which serve as input for building combinations to verify TP parallel routing for SNRs. Similarities between networks together with Stress Factors gained from verifying SNRs provides the base for building combinations to testing TP parallel routing for MNRs. The two phases for testing TP parallel routing are very practical and can provide information for optimizing the TP configurations and error analysis. After group selection, power set is used to construct combinations of groups which is required to completely achieve the N-wise coverage criteria. Subsets of power set are divided into levels to give orientation for constructing combinations and contribute in reducing combinations for testing. An implementation of the Methodology is currently under development to test TP parallel routing on a central gateway with five networks (3 CAN networks with 500 kilo baud, 1 CAN network with 250 kilo baud and 1 FlexRay network with 10 Mbps).
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